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Information technology is very high because of COVID-19 pandemic. 
Organizations from business through education tend to use this technology 
most of the time. Information technology uses computer networks for 
integration and management data. A manageable network configuration for 
networked devices will be easier to maintain and reduce communication 
problems. Traditionally, network administrators must configure each network 
device manually. This process takes time and inefficient. Automated network 
configuration can overcome the repetitive process, but it is relatively slow. In 
this research, we propose an alternative model of a network automation 
system. The model system was implemented with a controller application that 
used REST API (Representational State Transfer Application Programming 
Interface) architecture and built by the Django framework with Python 
programming language to increase the performance of network automation. 
The design model, called the As-RaD System, uses a web-based application 
for maintenance and automates networking tasks with easy GUI. The network 
devices used in this research include the Cisco CSR1000V because it supports 
REST API communication to manage its network configuration and could be 
placed on the server either. The As-RaD System provides 75% faster 
performance than Paramiko and 92% than Network Automation and 
Programmability Abstraction Layer with Multivendor. 

 
1. Introduction 

In this era, computer networks have become dynamic and complex [1]. The availability and reliability of network 
devices then become a challenge for computer network providers. To configure network devices, network engineers use 
a well-known tool as a secured shell (SSH). However, manual configuration is time-consuming because repetitive tasks, 
i.e., login and logout, entry user, and passwords, are done for every device. 

Network automation with an application programming interface (API) can reduce the time and repetition of network 
maintenance [2]. The tasks include monitoring the network to prevent vulnerability [3]. The automation network can 
modify static and dynamic routing; it can also be used to configure users [4]. Therefore, we can say that network 
automation uses programming logic to manage network devices so that network administrators can configure network 
devices automatically [5]. 

Network automation (NA) uses the Python programming language [6]. Paramiko and NAPAL implement the NA 
concept that was coded by the Python language. Paramiko is a Python implementation library of SSH protocol and could 
provide NA [7]. The Network Automation and Programmability Abstraction Layer with Multivendor (NAPALM) support is 
a Python library that implements a set of functions to interact with different router vendor devices using a unified API [6]. 
The REST API (Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface) recently became popular in 
network protocol design [8]. REST in the development of computer networks is an architecture that allows applications 
to send configurations to other applications, which in this case, are virtual computer network devices [9]. A Python script 
is still needed to enable NA; thus, to improve network administration, it is necessary to develop web-based applications 
that have a display or GUI and can be accessed centrally [10]. 

Rheza et al., in 2014, explained how an application could be designed using the Python programming language 
to automate network device administration such as routing and backup restore device configuration. This approach could 
reduce the complicated and repetitive tasks of a network administrator [11]. Zhou et al., in 2014, explained various 
issues regarding the RESTful protocol for computer network design needed with programming approaches and how the 
HTTP protocol can be used to control a computer network device with the advantages of RESTful [8]. Mihaila, in 2017, 
made comparative automation comparisons using several methods between the NAPALM, Netmiko, and Paramiko 
methods [12]. He demonstrated each method of configuring network devices. However, a comparison of the time to 
implement each method into a framework is unclear. 
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The research questions are as follows: 1) how to create a framework for NA; 2) how to compare the performance 
of the proposed framework with existing methods, i.e., NAPALM and Paramiko. Both methods take a long time for 
access to network devices [13][14]. The focus of the research question is time-consuming to access, configure, control, 
etc. the network devices based on NA. This research question is important because the longer the time required 
executing one command on a network device, the greater the impact on the time required for subsequent commands 
for other devices in a network infrastructure. Thus, there is an overall negative impact on the whole institution that is 
currently using the network infrastructure. 

Through this paper, the authors proposed: 1) How to make a system to decrease time-consuming to configuring 
network devices, 2) building an application to control network configuration with the Django framework, and 3) 
comparison of performance testing NA framework based on time requirements. 

There are four sections in this paper. The first section describes the background and purpose of NA using REST 
API and previous research. The second section describes the methodology used. The third section describes the results 
and discusses system implementation. And finally, the conclusion is presented in the fourth section. 

 
2. Research Method 

The research starts with a review of the literature from several journals and books. Developing NA relies on the 
Design Science Research methodology [15], which consists of system definition, system specifications, system 
configuration, evaluation, and results. 

The first step is defining the system. This step includes identification of system requirements, the goal and benefit 
of the system, how the system works, and the network topology used. The next step identifies the requirement 
specifications to match the system definition. The third step is system configuration. This step aims to design 
specifications for predetermined requirements. These requirements cover the network topology or design that is applied 
as a whole system or system unit that makes the system run. 

The final step is to evaluate the system implementation and makes performance comparison with other methods 
to get the percentage of effectiveness of the REST API method. The proposed design model is the NA system based 
on the REST API and Django framework (As-RaD System). Figure 1 illustrates each step of the research methodology. 

 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart System 
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2.1  Functional and Non-functional Requirements 
The system’s functional requirements include a controller that could automate common network management 

tasks, such as adding Internet Protocol (IP) Address, static route, dynamic route (OSPF and BGP), custom 
configuration, exporting the syslog, and validating the configuration. While the non-functional requirement of the NA 
system is a controller in the form of an application system that has a user-friendly and responsive interface, it can be 

run on several types of browsers and operating systems either. 
 

2.2  Hardware Requirements 
The NA controller is implemented on a server by a cloud provider, such as the specifications shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Instance Specification 

Component Server 

Instance Type Amazon EC2 T2 Micro 
CPU 1 x Intel Xeon vCPU 2.20 GHz 
RAM 1024MB DDR4 

Storage 1 GB Amazon EBS 

 
2.3  Software Requirements 

The As-RaD System requires several software tools to build an application controller and other components. IOS 
XE as the operating system of the Router used to support REST API architecture communication [16]. A network 
automation controller application is made to implement As-RaD System in a tested model. The application is developed 
using the Python programming language and the Django framework [17]. Django framework uses the Model View 
Template to build a web application faster because it has several built-in templates [18]. 

The other software used was Ubuntu as a server, Python 3.7.5 for application development, Django 3.0.3 as a 
web framework, AWS Cloud [19][20] as the cloud system, and Pop OS 19.10, based on Debian Linux, as the operating 
system used in system development. 

Three units of Cisco CSR1000V Routers [16] as the devices connect to the NA system. One laptop was used to 
configure the system and create the application. 

 
2.4  Topology Design 

The network device works with cloud-based virtual computing that supports the scenario for testing the model. 
The test includes automatic configuration features and validation from the topology created. Figure 2 shows the topology 
used for this research. 

 

 
Figure 2. Network Topology 

 
 Virtual Private Cloud [21] is used as a local network area in the cloud system to put the components to be tested. 

These components include the NA controller, three Cisco CSR1000V Routers, and an Internet Gateway. Figure 3 
illustrates the As-RaD System design. 

 

 
Figure 3. Network Automation System Design 
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3. Results and Discussion 
This chapter discusses system evaluation, such as communication testing with the device, implementing the 

controller, testing the controller’s application system, comparing the As-RaD System with other methods, and discussing 
the application development of the controller. 

Details of the As-RaD NA process to communicate and configure the devices are presented as a flowchart in 
Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. Network Automation Flow Chart 

 
The following is the pseudocode of the As-RaD System NA process: 
Input: configuration parameter 
Output: configured device 
1: select devices to configure 
2: input configuration parameter 
3: for each device in selected devices do 
4: pull the configuration model 
5: get token of the device 
6: make payload from the configuration model 
7: send payload to devices through http methods 
8: if devices http response > 400 
9: load error message 
10: else 
11: generate a success message 
12: endif 
13: endfor 
 
3.1 REST API Evaluation 

Using cURL [22] An HTTP Method request is tested for each API endpoint [23] to make sure the established 
connection using the REST API architecture with a Cisco CSR1000V Router. Table 2 shows the communication of each 
request made. Each HTTP method is sent with JSON Properties, following client-requested parameters [24]. 
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Table 2. REST API Requests 

Configuration HTTP Method Endpoint Response 

Add IP Address PUT https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/interfaces/ 204 No Content 

Static Route POST https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/routing-svc/static-

routes 
201 Created 

OSPF Route POST https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/routing-

svc/ospf/ospd_id/networks 
201 Created 

BGP Route POST https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/routing-

svc/bgp/bgp_id/networks 
201 Created 

Validate Configuration PUT https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/global/cli 200 OK 

Export Syslog GET https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/global/syslog 200 OK 

Custom Configuration PUT https://ip_address:55443/api/v1/global/cli 200 OK 

 
3.2 Home Dashboard Evaluation 

The Home Dashboard displays devices registered to the controller. This dashboard also displays the last event 
that occurred in the controller application, such as the time of the automation, the target device’s IP address, automation 
status, and the user who did the automation. 

Figure 5 shows the results of the Home Dashboard test, which shows the controller doing an activity/event in the 
form of an experimental configuration of the registered device. The information obtained shows NA success. 

 
3.3 Configuration Menu Evaluation 

The Configuration Menu offers options for performing NA actions on network devices such as Add or Update IP 
Addresses, Static Routes, Dynamic Routes, and Custom Configuration. Users are given a form to fill in the parameters 
of each configuration they need. Each configuration has its own parameters (i.e., updating IP address on the registered 
devices could be done simultaneously applies to all devices with each of their own configuration contained in this menu). 

 

 
Figure 5. Home Dashboard 

 
3.4 Log Menu Evaluation 

This Log Menu offers users to view the activities of the controller application, which is configuration information. 
Besides, there is a menu for exporting syslog generated by network devices. The detailed log shown information related 
to the configuration made by the user so that the configuration has occurred. 

 
 
3.5 Application Evaluation 

Application evaluation explains the results and workflow of the controller application that has been developed. 
The initial work process contained in the application is the login page where the user is authenticated to enter the 
system. After authentication, users will be redirected to the main page that contains the Dashboard Home. On the Home 
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Dashboard, there is the last event that occurs in the application. This page also has a navbar that presents options to 
configure, view devices, log, and configure validation. 

 

 
Figure 6. Validation Menu 

 
The configuration validation menu displays the results of the configuration applied to network devices by entering 

command-line commands. Figure 6 shows the configuration results in the configuration validation menu, showing the 
device has been configured successfully on the network device. 
 
3.6 Performance Evaluation 

To perform a performance evaluation test of the As-RaD System, a comparison of the execution time scale taken 
for each method in implementing NA. The two methods applied in the previous research (Paramiko and NAPALM) were 
taken to provide comparative variables with the methods applied. Data collected from the execution time to complete 
network automation in the time scale of the millisecond using the As-RaD System, Paramiko, and NAPALM. Retrieval 
of data is to determine the performance of the methods applied. 

The test scenario is to add an IP address to the loopback interface and be applied to the same topology. From 
testing 100 times, the dataset obtained was filtered using the Peirce classification to eliminate data outliers that affect 
the logging of actual performance [25]. 

After having datasets, the next step is to compare the performance of each method. The data visualization shown 
in Figure 7 shows the comparison of the three methods tested. The As-RaD System can complete execution time faster 
than NAPALM and Paramiko. 

 

 
Figure 7. As-RaD System vs Paramiko and NAPALM 

 
From the results obtained in the graph shown by Figure 7, a calculation is made to find the percentage of the 

results of the comparison of the As-RaD System with the Paramiko and NAPALM methods. The Equation 1 approach 
is as follows. 
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𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡 =  
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 −  𝐴𝑠_𝑅𝑎𝐷 𝑆𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 
 ×  100 % (1) 

 
The result is that the As-RaD System is 75% faster than Paramiko and 92% faster than NAPALM. From the 

result, we conclude that As-RaD has better performance to apply network automation based on time execution compare 
to the previous methods applied (Paramiko and NAPALM). 

 
4. Conclusion 

As-RaD System has the web-based application that is used to automate Cisco CSR1000V devices. This 
application applies the REST API method that can communicate with computer network devices, especially those that 
already have REST API architecture support. When communicating using the REST API, which in this case is network 
device management, this method will return data in the JSON (Javascript Object Notation) [26] format. This is different 
from the command-line interface, which returns information that is intended for humans [27] but not for an application. 
In this work, we obtained results of network automation tests using the As-RaD System has a faster performance of 
75% compared to the Paramiko method and 92% faster than the NAPALM method in completing network management 
tasks. 
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